A New Way of Thinking – About Anything –
and How to Write From It*

Abstract
A Process Model employs a new way of thinking which continually exceeds given concepts and assumptions, including its own. In order to understand the Process Model, the reader must refer directly to their own bodily-felt experience in the reading process because the new concepts mean the implicit change they make in the reading interaction itself. We fundamentally do not separate saying and what the saying is “about.” In the new model, saying is a change in what it is “about” and also a change in what can now be further said. The project, we could say, is to move beyond the old notion of language as one-to-one label relations, which mistakenly assumes that what is “real” already must have the kind of order which conceptual formulations have. We instead reverse the order by putting the living interaction first and making conceptual structure derivative. Actual events are always more intricate than how they can be conceptually formulated. By directly referring to this experiential “more,” to the intricate felt thickness of the situation or question, one then has a new particular from which one can speak, make new concepts, and move beyond the old logical determinacy. Now thinking and philosophy can explicitly work in a more-than-logical relationship with “what” it is “about,” and also in a logical way whenever that is wanted. This paper offers some help for the reader and for those who wish to use the new model in their work.
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In A Process Model, I supply a new ground from which we can think of anything in a different way.

In the present paper I try to show a way to use and write from the Process Model. Many people are writing from it and I know that many more will. It seems that one must either leave new readers without any clear understanding, or one must explain everything in old familiar terms. But this is a false choice. I say, “Neither!!” We can build new steps to understand the Process Model without falling back into old language and old assumptions.

* I wish to thank Christina Honde for making this paper possible.


2 At the end of this paper there is an Appendix which may help in reading A Process Model.
Of course the new concepts will not be immediately understandable. We need to let new readers know that we do not yet expect them to understand. We need not pretend that what we are saying is already understandable. If how we first say it makes no sense to them, they will have been alerted that that might happen. We need to tell them that these are new concepts, a new kind of thinking about anything.

The new concepts will require exemplifying and unfolding. I want to make a clear distinction:

*What we do want* is to use the new concepts and the new terms with examples and elaborations that unfold these terms for a new reader.

*What we do not want* is to “explain” the new terms by using old familiar terms. Of course it is only natural to fall into familiar explanations that bring the old familiar assumptions. In that case, new readers are told that the Process Model is being communicated to them, while in fact they are left in their old ways of thinking.

That old way of thinking (“the old model”) continues in many ways in the world (including science) but what we write need not fall back into it. The new Process Model is wider and can enable us to understand our organismic process, not only seemingly separated environmental things. It overarches the old model. (See below about Einstein and Fodor.) Organism–environment interaction brings a different kind of thinking about anything.

The Process Model shows how anything we think or say is never only verbally or conceptually defined. Anything we think or say always includes a much larger process that is what I call “implicit.” This much larger “implicit” is still difficult to understand today. It has to be felt in the body, but it is not only inside the body. Rather, it consists of body–environment interaction. “Interaction” comes first. Interaction has always already happened, even when we think about a separate environment and a separate body. I call this “interaction-first.” It leads to a very different kind of thinking of any topic. It may include words and concepts but it is never defined only by words and concepts.

What exists is never only environmental things. There is always a vastly larger body–environment interaction which can be felt implicitly as well as being conceptual. To think from “interaction-first” requires being able to refer directly to the bodily “feel.”

Some people can feel what is implicit at any moment, but most people need specific instructions to find that they can do that. In the Process Model, thinking, speaking, and acting are all real events. They are an “eventing,” a real happening, real changes going on. We can feel the bodily changing if we look for it.

The old model in which we were trained to think (whether we knew it as a “model” or not) was assumed to be only conceptual. Thinking or speaking were supposed to be only about something. Only the aboutness was supposed to be happening, not the body–environment interaction, which was of course also happening. What we now call a “process” is always both.

As the Process Model becomes more widely used in many ways, the question of how to make it clearly understandable to new readers arises more and more often. The way to do it must be neither in old familiar terms nor in new terms presented cold. We can do it by unfolding and exemplifying. We can avoid several ways which would stay in the old model while intending to convey the new one. We do not need to leave readers back in the well-known meanings.
If we stay in the old assumptions while seeming to explain what is new, we do not actually say anything new. This happens, for example, if we explain something by saying only that it is not this, not that, and not that other familiar way, without saying the new way. Or, if we say “more careful,” “more practical,” “more systematic,” “subtler,” without understanding these words in any new way. Then everything will be new but only in some degree more along a familiar line. Or, if we use only big words like “phenomenological,” “epistemological,” “experiential,” “dynamic,” … Or, if we say that what is new here is only a matter of “noticing” or “nuances” or more “aspects.” This makes the reader feel tired in advance, not expecting anything major to come. Or, if we reduce the new philosophy to just what the earlier philosophers have already said. This way skips all the new concepts and their derivations, and fails to bring what is new and can change how we understand anything. Then there is no new ground.

To understand the Process Model one needs to become familiar with what we are calling “the implicit” or “implying.” We need to find and refer to something implicit which always vastly exceeds any conceptual or verbal definition that has come or will ever come. It is only through speaking-from what is largely implicit that the new concepts and new word-uses can become easily understood. Therefore the new terms can be accessed only by means of the new terms themselves.

Many discussions of the Process Model lack precise instructions for the direct reference to something implicit. Such instructions may be necessary if the reader is to find how to do this, and why it works so well. Several generations have mostly been unable to find and think with what is implicit. What is implicit can be felt only by feeling the body. You can ask yourself if you are comfortable right now. That will usually bring the present body-feeling. You may find that you are sitting on a seam, or that you are uncomfortable in your crossed legs. You may find that you are also uncomfortable in the situation of which you become newly aware. From the body feeling, many words can come.

Body–environmental interaction is one process, but thereby the word “process” acquires a new meaning. The words “interaction,” “body,” “environment,” and “process” all now have these new meanings. In the new model, a process generates structures and objects; the already-existing structures and objects are not what generate a process.

We were all trained to think in the old familiar model of already-existing objects which are supposed to be just there, given, perceived in successive time positions and in empty space. Anything one says is usually taken as referring to already-defined objects, parts, or perceptions. But we cannot begin by assuming already-existing objects, already-existing parts, or already-existing perceptions. It is usually taken for granted that any description of any process refers to the traditional time and space. Therefore, we must alert the reader that we do not mean something in that time and space. Anything in that time and space would be inanimate, and would lack anything implicit.

There is now also a vast implicit process from which we can go on and on generating new speech and new objects. We cannot do that if we begin with perception. “Implicit” is a new concept which will be unfolded below.

---

3 This “feel” is not yet what we call a Felt Sense. A Felt Sense is a distinctly felt object which may now form and come as a bodily-felt “this.”
need two new concepts: “implicit” and “carrying forward.” Once we understand them, we will also see how the implicit is “precise,” not arbitrary or infinite. The implicit is always a particular “this,” always precisely “this,” but the word “precise” has its own new meaning here.

The little problem of this paper is how to write about and from the Process Model: how to use the new concepts in a way that lets them unfold, rather than falling back to familiar phrases to try to explain new concepts. This problem is a little brother of the larger issue: the larger issue is the old assumption that anything “real” can exist only insofar as it is or could be conceptually defined. If that were so, it would deny anything implicit. Even if we have the wrong concepts, people still assume that reality exists in some already-defined way. One takes it for granted that some (perhaps as yet unknown) conceptual structure actually precedes and generates any reality. But this is not so.

The Process Model reverses this order: What is possible in reality does not have to come from correct concepts. Rather, correct concepts come from what has actually occurred (even if it did not seem possible). What has occurred was obviously possible, since it has occurred. With this reversal (already discussed in Experiencing and the Creation of Meaning) there is room for the coming of a continuous stream of new concepts including the constantly new scientific advances still conceptualized in the old model.

The environment is always in ongoing interaction with the body. But the environment and the body are always acting as what I call “interaction-first.” This means that body and environment are always already both, before we can separate one of them. Whether we separate a living body or an environment, they are always already in interaction.

This changes what we mean by “explain.” What that word has usually meant is that the conceptual terms with which we explain things are assumed to be prior and to work alone. Now the conceptual terms are only the much smaller part of the ongoing body–environment interaction.

Human beings know approximately 600,000 words. Obviously we always implicitly know many more words than we are actually using. The words that actually come when we speak or write are only the few that come from the feeling of the ongoing body–environment interaction. It is a remarkable achievement that only relevant words tend to come to do what we call “carrying the implicit forward.” The achievement is that all the other words do not come. What can come is a further process that is always relevant, never just infinite or arbitrary. It is always implicitly “precise.” But the word “precise” has a new meaning here. It is not the same kind of “precise” as when we define something conceptually (See Chapter IV-A-a, b, c of A Process Model.)

Words are only a very small part of what is bodily implicit at any given moment. What is implicit is always this particular “this.” Words seem to be the generalities or universals which they are, but every single word has a great many possible meanings. Instead of assuming that the words that come to us are telling the generalities, if we look for what we meant, we will not find it in the dictionary. It will always be the this particular meaning that we meant. In a method called TAE (Thinking at the Edge) we look up the main words in the dictionary and are regularly struck by the fact that what we find is not what we meant. This brings home that what we meant can be found only by direct reference to our own meaning, in our own sentences. It is a particular singular “this” meaning, not the generality which words are supposed to say.

With direct reference to the implicit bodily “this,” we have a source for saying more and more, going on and on, changing and developing what we had.
A “process” is a series of actual changes. From the old model, one is inclined to ask why there are always ongoing changes. But the question “why is everything always changing” already assumes that there is some permanent conceptual structure which “explains” anything. It seemed that only what changes has to be explained. The old model assumed that the real nature of anything does not change. Any change seemed to need explaining in terms of what does not change. In that old understanding, the nature of nature does not change. In the old view, anything that happens at time 2 is really only some rearrangement of unchanging parts that were already at time 1. That approach assumes that nothing should ever change.

In *A Process Model* we begin with ongoing changing. In Chapters I and II we have as yet nothing that is “the same” at time 2 as at time 1. It is not until Chapter III that we find something that stays the same. We find kinds of changes that do not consist of rearrangements of fixed parts. At time 2 these parts are not always the same as they were at time 1. In Chapters I and II there are as yet no fixed parts. This kind of change cannot be explained in terms of a rearrangement of fixed parts. This is why what we say in Chapter III comes after Chapters I and II.

But there is no such thing as conceptually defined parts until human language has developed. Fodor explains very well why the changes go beyond parts that remain unchanged, but he does not explain how we can think about such changes if we remain within the model that is usually assumed. The old model assumes that living things have to be explained as arrangements of unchanging structures and parts (a kind of machine). But there are no such things as conceptually defined fixed parts until very much later, when human language has developed.

It is easy to agree that some things are alive, but the Process Model brings a new way to think about the things that are alive. One way how what “living” ordinarily means is different than what a new way of “thinking about living” means is in the kinds of changes that living involves. When we assume that we can explain living in terms of non-living things, we may not notice that we have never explained living things in terms of non-living things. We are so accustomed to assuming a universe and an environment in which there cannot be living things.

It is easy to agree that ways of thinking that are only possible for machines are not ways of thinking about living processes. It seems that the kind of concepts that fit machines should also explain living things, even when they do not. I am trying to contrast thinking of “living things” with thinking about how to think about living things.

There are three stages of development which are currently not understood in the correct order:

1. Bacteria and plants are complex ongoing processes in which the parts change. But bacteria and plants do not manage a turn in which they also *have* what they ongoingly *are*. If they did they would be conscious.

2. The higher animals *consciously* grasp the situation in which they find themselves in and have a bodily understanding of what they need to do. But they have not yet developed language.
3. When human beings say they “understand” a situation, they generally mean that they have it conceptually, that they could, if asked, “explain” it in words. But this definition of “understanding” misses the fact that prior to any words or concepts, we can have the same kind of conscious “situational understanding” that all animals have. The body–environment interaction is always here, whether or not it is paid attention to.

But we skip not only because of lack of attention but also because we unconsciously split between five separate senses. We are trained to use visual symbols in reading. For us, it is a different process to hear spoken words and sounds. Smelling different smells, touching different textures, and tasting different tastes are also assumed to be already divided “perceptions.” In the situational understanding of animals, the five senses are not divided, even if first one happens and then another.

A division into five separated senses also drops out what we used to call the “visceral.” Animal understanding still includes it. We humans can still have the five senses and the visceral in one undivided body–environment interaction, but we are trained to assume that it has dropped out. But the visceral part of this five-sense unity is essential in the animal situational grasp. We humans can have the situational understanding that animals have, but not when we unconsciously divide the five senses into seeing, hearing, smelling, touching, and tasting. In assuming those separated senses, we also assume that they are the only way that we interact with the world, that that is the only way we have perceptions. Most introductory psychology textbooks, and a great deal of old philosophy, say that everything begins with perception. But we have seen just above that this is not so. (See 1, 2, 3 above.).

In writing from the Process Model we want to put new readers into a bodily-situational (implicit) understanding process as well as a conceptual process. To overcome the difficulty of referring directly to the body-environment “this,” there is now a method called Focusing. But direct reference to what is implicit changes everything. It is a new ground, a different way in which we can think about the nature of anything. We have been taught to assume that “nature” is only what is or will be conceptually defined. As I explained above, this is not so. There is always a vast implicit.

I cannot here discuss a number of points which may help this paper, so I just mention them:

- Since what we explicitly say or think always comes with a vast implicit, there is in reality no body-mind distinction.
- The way what is implicit will continue is not predictable but it will be relevant and not arbitrary.
- The existence of bacteria and plants shows that a living kind of process is possible in the kind of environment we have on this planet. Living process does not consist of any kind of unchanging parts. The kind of process in which all the parts change (living process) can happen in this environment. Even if there is no environment like ours anywhere else in the universe, what happens here would still show that a process of ongoing change without unchanging units is possible.
- The Process Model explains why the old model science-objects change all the time.
- Of course there is never any human occurring without language, concepts, and science-objects. Jerry Fodor has greatly contributed to our understanding of how and why the science-objects change, but he keeps the old model
as if it were the wider one. Fodor’s work has shown how scientific findings constantly expand, and are not reducible back to a smaller number of assertions.

For example, in later years there are many more new scientific fields, and many more terms than there were earlier. Sometimes one cannot even find “the same” field. Where before there were three terms, now there are 23, none of which are the same as the earlier three terms. There is a recognizable relationship, but it is not logical deduction nor just plain difference. Naïve empiricists say that the later versions “make explicit” what “was” (is now said to have been) “implicit” before. But this is not actually so.

But although Fodor makes a major contribution by pointing out the above, he still wants to retain the usual old model. Fodor says that he wants to continue assuming that there is one basic science (presumably physics). He does not take this claim to be a priori… Fodor certainly shows clearly that we cannot reduce later sciences to rearrangements of earlier ones. Physicalism so construed is nonreductive; but he says “it’s adequate to rule out (e.g.) nonphysical intensional/mental properties as basic.”

There is a story about Einstein: After a long discussion with a group, he said to them, “Now I will go a little think.” In his German word order, he showed that he had two basic very different modes of thinking. Since he was obviously “thinking” all through his discussion with them, when he said he would go for a little think, he was switching to a different mode of “thinking.” These two modes of thinking are radically different. In the second mode he was expecting some new concepts to arrive which would correct the difficulty he and the others were discussing. Einstein knew that if he got by himself, and quiet in a certain way, he could expect some new concepts to come to him. He could be perfectly accurate in using already-existing knowledge, but he could also develop new steps from the implicit.

Appendix

I do not wish to change anything in the text of A Process Model. In this Appendix you may find some new clarification where the original text is difficult. Please read this Appendix first, then read or re-read the first three chapters (about five pages each). The Appendix should have helped to understand the text. I know that many others will also write clarifications and I am glad about that.

A Process Model is hard to read because it is written in the form and order of self-instancing. By self-instancing I mean that I do not only make assertions (like “everything is always already body-environment interaction”) (this only asserts that), but rather that each assertion would also bring your awareness to the bodily interaction in which you are now engaged in reading this assertion. Your reading of this assertion is itself also body–environment interaction right now in your reading. The example in parentheses and quotes above is not only a statement about interaction; it is itself an ongoing body–environment interaction right here.

Most assertions can be read just as being about some fact, not as itself the process that it also asserts. Will you please be aware of the process that goes

---

on in your reading of my assertion, rather than only the fact I assert. Be aware of the body–environment interaction process you are being as you read.

My hope is that as you read the text, you will read it not just as conceptual assertions. Rather, I hope that as you read you will in addition be aware that the words bring your actual ongoing living process as you read. In saying this, I seem to be making a conceptual generalization, what I would be asking you to do in all such cases. But I am trying to say that the actual process is always vastly more than the concept of all cases. This can be done only by being aware of this instance, this particular. A “particular” is always a “this,” not only the generalization which it also says.

In A Process Model, my assertions are phrased as instances, as examples of the particular process they assert. Any actual use of words brings both generalization and a “this.” It is different from the usual use of language which is supposed to only represent.

To make A Process Model more easily readable, we can build intervening steps that lead to it. Difficult passages can be stated in many different ways to make new meanings accessible, without falling back into the old meanings. We can build new steps to explain what it says, but they do need to be new steps, so that one is not left in the old assumptions.

**Help with Chapter I**

Chapter I departs from the traditional meaning of the word “environment,” and distinguishes between four different kinds of environment (en). En#1, the “spectator’s environment,” is not the only kind. The spectator’s environment is a completely different kind of environment from en#2, #3, and #0.

“En#1 is the spectator’s environment, what spectators define in their en which may affect an organism. For example, it is en#1 when scientists or hunters define the environment of an animal. (…)” (Chapter I, p. 1)

En#2 is a kind of “environment” which is also always already the interaction with the body. I call en#2 the “reflexive environment.” By “reflexive” is meant that the body is also already happening as the environment #2, and this environment #2 is already also the body. An example will make this clearer:

“Body and en are one event, one process. For example, it is air-coming-into-lungs-and-blood cells. We can view this event as air (coming in), or as (a coming into) lungs and body cells. Either way it is one event, viewed as en or as body. (…)” (I, p. 1)

It sounds like two different assertions, but it really asserts the same one process.

“Here we are not calling it ‘environment’ because it is all around, but because it participates within the [interaction of a] life process. And, ‘body’ is not just the lungs, but the lungs expanding. Air coming in and lungs expanding cannot be separate (…)” (I, p. 1)

“Body and en#2 imply each other -- it is basic to this philosophy that “imply” is being defined (…)”

[We] could say, each is a part of a larger organization which includes the other. Each functions as it does only in this wider functioning organization.

This use of ‘imply’ also says that the whole event is already there even if the body aspect or the en#2 aspect are thought of alone (…)” (I, p. 2)

The interaction is always already first.

“Body structure is always involved in some processes, else it disintegrates. It is a structure from [ongoing] process, for further process, and only so (…)” (I, p. 5)
All structure is the result of some process.
En#3 consists of structures that have developed from past processes. These kinds of “environments” are very different and generate different body-environment interaction processes. The concrete body that we see and are actually consists of interactions which have occurred as well as those that are now occurring. What now occur are a great many changes that maintain the body as it is.
For example, this concrete body (you sitting here) is also the concrete result of previous body-environment interactions, not only ongoing ones. It is a kind of past in the present.
There is also an en#0 (rather than en#4).
Please now (re)read Chapter I of A Process Model (pages 1–6) and see if this has helped.

Help with Chapter II

Chapter II (4.5 pages) says

“Let us see what model of time develops from explicating the explication process. No explication is ever equivalent to what (...) it explicates.” (Chapter II, p. 7)

“Explication” and “process” are words that have time implicit in them. But in the new kind of time, the past, the present, and the future are all three here. The word “explication” is a kind of “explain” that is always happening as a body–environment interaction process, not only as conceptual explanations.
Here we begin the discussion of the implicit:

“If an animal hears a noise, many situations and behaviors will be implicit in its sense of the noise, places to run to, types of predators, careful steps, soundless moves, turning to fight, many whole sequences of behavior. Meanwhile the animal stands still, just listening. What it will do is not determined. Surely it won’t do all the implicit sequences – perhaps not even one of just these but some subtler response (...)” (II, p. 7)

“Implying” may lead to an actual occurring, which could “carry the implying forward.” This term “carrying forward” is the relationship between what now occurs and what “was implied.” We want to understand this relationship. How is an implying related to the occurring that next happens?
We tend to assume that what occurs into implying tells what was implied. But actually what was implied was not yet carried forward. Therefore the implied was not already what we now say it “was.”
Body–environment interaction determines retroactively what we call “was implied.” Every actual occurring brings a vast amount of implying. So we cannot just say that the implicit is something that we “cannot yet” verbalize or understand conceptually, as if we assume that that must eventually be possible.
What is implicit is not something that is or could be finally conceptualized. For example, as a human being, if we hear a worrisome noise, we might think in words or concepts how we might protect ourselves. We could also tell someone else about it in words and concepts. But what is implicit in the situation is vast, and far exceeds those words or concepts. There is no set of words or concepts that would be the single “true” way to define the situation. It can be had only as bodily. What is implicit can be said in many words, but it can never be equal to any concepts or words.
Even if we were to get the definitions something we could call “right” in some way, there is really no such thing as an implicit that is or could ever be conceptually defined. We can have what is implicit, but only by feeling our body–environment interaction. The word “implicit” used to mean something that would later be equivalent to a set of words or concepts. The implicit is the body–environment interaction, not already defined, not limited within actual or possible definitions. When we point to it, we can feel it as “this” situation. It is never only a general idea; it is always also a singular particular. We use the word “this” to refer to it, and thereby actually include much more than any statement could include.

“We can go a step further: Since implying implies a next occurring, and since occurring changes implying, therefore implying implies a change in implying. It implies its own change (…)” (II, p. 10)

“But it is misleading to call it ‘change’ as if it simply implied just anything else. Implying implies something so intricate that only a very special occurring ‘changes’ it as it implies itself changed.” (II, p. 11)

Where the Process Model states a logical implication, we have to respect and pursue it as stated. The fact that the actual process goes beyond logic does not mean that we can ignore what logical implications imply. Rather, we pursue the logical implication both logically and by carrying it forward.

So here, in A Process Model we will explore what this means, that “[implying] implies its own a change.”

Please now (re)read Chapter II of A Process Model (pages 7–11).

We say more about how an implying can remain unchanged in Chapter III.

Help with Chapter III

In Chapter III (6 pages) we want to derive (we want to become able to understand) how there can be such things as “objects” (things), how they are generated, rather than assume them as given. In this question we are not asking how this or that object is made in this or that factory. We are asking how there are not only organisms in interaction with their whole environment, but how the environment also includes distinct things, “objects.”

People tend to assume that what is most basic in being alive is perception, the five kinds of perception. Although most textbooks say that, it is not so. Primitive organisms like bacteria are alive without the kind of perception that is conscious. But they are always very complex, with many different body–environment processes going on, both occurring and implicit. So we have to begin our discussion at a much earlier stage, not with perception. If we give the name “perception” also to the objects that bacteria generate and respond to, we have to recognize that this is a different kind of so-called “perception.” It is constructed by the spectator-scientist, not by the bacteria themselves. People ordinarily take it for granted that they live in a world of things that are just there, given, perceived. Objects (tables, chairs, trees) just exist. Traditionally we have only asked how they behave, how they are connected with each other. But these things are not just given; they develop. Their happening can be derived.

Objects are not given apart from organismic process. Rather, they behave and are connected because of an organismic process (body–environment interaction) which precedes them. For example, chairs have the shape of human beings sitting, and tables are shaped to fit the sitting person. Similarly, the sci-
entists’ organism is involved in designing our machines and computers. The computers we design can do a great many things that we humans cannot do. Among many other things, the computers can also design further computers, which can do even more. But being able to do more than people can do does not mean that computers can do the first designing which only people can do. What only people can do and what only computers can do need not be totally the same. The fact that computers can do more than people can does not mean that they can do the same things that people can.

The body–environment interaction of living has many characteristics that have been largely ignored because it was assumed that all living process is only a special case of inanimate and unchanging units that are only rearranged. In A Process Model the word “living” no longer means the old unclear muddle about whether living is even possible. What “living” process is receives here a further and much expanded understanding.

Living process has the capacity to differentiate itself more and more. One way this happens is by stopping and then resuming the process that had stopped. But what I am calling “resuming” is not always the same as it was before its stoppage. Sometimes what “resumes” is different and new. In that case, “the” process has differentiated itself. Here is the quoted passage from A Process Model:

“… the feeding process separates itself [by stopping] (…) and remains implied. Everything else involved in feeding is here, the animal, the other animals, the air, ground, light, all together. What is not here is only a small but separated ‘part’ of the whole en#2 (…) Now there is a stopped process – separable from the whole process. (…)” (Chapter III, p. 12)

“When some of the implied processes cannot actually occur, they continue implying. When such ‘stopped’ processes do resume occurring, much more occurs than one would have expected. When processes resume after they have ‘stopped,’ they have changed. What resumes is not still the same (…)”

The part of en #2 that separates itself by being absent plays a special role. It stops a process by its absence. Let us give this part of [body-environment]/#2 the ancient name ‘object’ (…) Because there is now a stopped process, this missing part of en#2 has attained a startling power: When this small aspect of en occurs, all of that process which was stopped by the absence, will occur (…) a great deal more than the missing part which has now returned (…) ‘The animal recognizes the object’, says the spectator. It responds appropriately to the object. (…)” (III, p. 13)

If we ask what happens when an organism’s process stops, we come to understand how objects are generated:

For example, the feeding process might stop because there is now no food, or because the animal must do something else first, such as escape from a threat. Later the feeding process might resume. What I am calling “resume” might not be the same as when it stopped. If the animal did not die during the stoppage, it may have gone on living in another way. Therefore how it resumes may consist of new and changed processes.

Please now (re)read Chapter III of A Process Model (pages 12–17). At the end of Chapter III, there are three pages (15–17) which comment on the new model so far.

The long chapters (IV–VIII)

The long chapters (IV–VIII) use the new terms which we generated above in order to provide major developments.

Now, in the following, I will explain why the different systems (for example, digestive, respiratory, reproductive) do not always act as we have divided
them. Sometimes they interact even though they are supposedly separate systems. Chapter IV-A-a, b, c shows how things can “interaffect.” They can affect each other at the same time. This would not be possible if time consisted only of successive time positions. In the new model, “interaffect” means that each has already affected the other when the other affects the first.

In the familiar model of successive time positions, things “interaffect” by one affecting the other before the other affects the first. But in “interaction” something does not always first affect something else before it can be affected by the effect it made. Rather, in “interaction,” something affects something else and is already affected by doing the affecting.

Objects are not given apart from an occurring process, as we said above. Seemingly separate objects have already come from ongoing process.

“When one defines separated processes or bodily ‘systems,’ their interactions can be puzzling. They are often much more coordinated and affect each other mutually in more ways than one can account for.” (IV-A-a, p. 21)

“The spectator could formulate complete and distinct strings of separate processes, for example, digestive, respiratory, reproductive, etc. These are not separate all along their way. (…)” (IV-A-a, p. 22)

All along the way they can be separate or already implicit in each other. I am explaining why the different “systems” (digestive, respiratory, reproductive, etc.) do not always act as we have divided them. Sometimes they interact and are not a separated “they.”

There seem to be separate processes which [only then] ‘interact.’ It seems they are first many; then they interact.” (IV-A-a, p. 21)

“Instead, let us use the type of concept I call ‘interaction first.’ The interaction process may exist long before they become differentiated. ‘Their’ interaffecting precedes their being many, and continues [in some phases] when they have become many. (…)”

Let us call the pattern we have been formulating ‘original interaffecting’. This makes sense only if one grasps that ‘they’ interaffect each other before they are a they.” (IV-A-a, p. 22)

Objects that are generated by stoppage and resumption (in the following I am talking about all objects, not only systems). Objects that are generated by stoppage and resumption

When interaction includes both affecting and being affected, it becomes possible for a whole constellation to change into another whole constellation without single steps in which only the effect of one on the other happens. This is like Piaget’s stages, but without the understanding of how constellation-change is possible. We can explain it.

Please now (re)read Chapter IV-A-a through section IV-A-c, of A Process Model (pages 18–27).

Chapter V: Without consciousness as yet having developed, organisms like bacteria and plants can be and generate very complicated structures.

Bacteria and plants can be, but to have what is being implied requires consciousness, which is derived in my long Chapter V. A bodily-situational feel-
ing does not split experience into five different perceptions. Animals have consciousness without splitting into five different perceptions. Also, in humans a body-situational feeling can unfold and generate much new speech and understanding, but only if we enter the body-environment feeling and let speech form from it without unconsciously assuming five separate perceptions.

Chapter VI derives “consciousness.” It is a doubling in which the organism not only happens, but also “has” the happening it is.

Chapter VII derives language. Currently, so far as I know, this is the only theory of how language first develops.

Chapter VIII uses all the terms developed above in order to generate a “thinking with the implicit.” How we understand anything and everything changes when we can employ something implicit as a source of new words and concepts (the kind of thinking I call VIII).

Endnote

In the past century at least seven philosophers pointed to something new that did not consist only of words and concepts. At the time, they were largely rejected or misunderstood. I wrote many papers in which I discuss each of them. What could not be understood was how something exceeds verbal or conceptual definitions, how something real could exist that is more than what is or will be conceptually defined. The Process Model goes much further than these philosophers’ early breakthroughs.

The earlier philosophers each had a breakthrough to new ground, but the new ground was widely understood only in old ways, therefore misunderstood and rejected.

For example, Wittgenstein said he could not explain what he meant by “words mean how they are used.” He said he could only point to a use. But this was not understood, and hardly anyone took him up on this way of “pointing.” Most people today also do not understand his pointing. It requires realizing that you always already have the use to which you are putting the words. But this requires recognizing that the use of the words is always a “this.” One can go on and on to lay out the use that a word has in this context, here. More and more can be said about this. But to find what Wittgenstein is pointing to, one needs to know what it is. It is accessible directly as this meaning which it has here in this context.

If now, some eighty years later, we say only just what he said, many more people than in his time will understand, but even now most people will not let the directly-referred-to this be the meaning of his pointing. What is pointed to is always particular.

If today we quote John Dewey without adding something a great deal, it will still be widely misunderstood and discounted as anti-intellectual. It is not being rejected as violently as it was several generations ago. Today we can understand that Dewey’s concept of “situational feelings” meant that situational feelings are not split between five separated senses. But most people in his time could not find any such thing.

Overcoming the difficulty of referring directly to the body-environment “this” is now a method called Focusing, for which I am getting enormous credit from therapists, but there is a much wider philosophical new ground. I experienced “implicit” and “carrying forward” and the developments of a
new kind of space and time years before I went to study therapy with Carl Rogers.

Dewey, Dilthey, Heidegger, Husserl, Merleau-Ponty, Whitehead, and Wittgenstein presented different ways of breakthrough in the 1930s. These breakthroughs were only very partially understood by other philosophers at the time. Today we can understand them and go much further into what follows from them.

To understand what the earlier philosophers pointed to, one has to develop the new way of thinking with both verbal and implicit process. The earlier philosophers could not show people how to think in this way. If we now do not show them, we leave them in 1930, and we cannot show how and why a new ground emerges, why objects derive from process, and other new developments.
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Nov način mišljenja – o bilo čemu – i kako pisati iz njega

Zusammenfassung

Das Prozessmodell verwendet eine neue Art des Denkens, die kontinuierlich über die gegebenen Begriffe und Annahmen hinausgeht, einschließlich ihrer eigenen. Um das Prozessmodell zu verstehen, muss der Leser direkt in seiner eigenen körperlich empfundenen Erfahrung im Leseprozess nachsehen, weil neue Begriffe die implizite Änderung bedeuten, die sie in der Lesinteraktion selbst schaffen. Grundlegend trennen wir nicht das Gesagte von dem „wovon“ es handelt. In dem neuen Modell ist das Gesagte die Änderung in dem „wovon“ es handelt, wie auch in dem, was nun ferner gesagt werden kann. Das Projekt lautet, könnten wir sagen, jenseits des alten Begriffs der Sprache als Eins-zu-eins-Bezeichnungsrelationen zu gelangen, der irtümlicherweise davon ausgeht, dass jenes, was „real“ ist, bereits eine solche Art der Ordnung besitzen muss, die konzeptuellen Formalisierungen innenwohnt. Stattdessen kehren wir die Ordnung um, indem wir die lebende Interaktion primär und die konzeptuelle Struktur abgelöst werden lassen. Die tatsächlichen Ereignisse sind immer verwirkelter als deren mögliche konzeptuelle Formalisierung. Durch die direkte Bezugnahme auf dieses Erfahrungsmehr „Mehr“; auf
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Une nouvelle façon de penser – de quoi que ce soit – et comment écrire à partir de cela

Résumé

Un Modèle de processus utilise une nouvelle façon de penser qui sans cesse excède les concepts et les suppositions - y compris ses propres - donnés. Afin de comprendre le Modèle de processus, le lecteur doit se référer directement à sa propre expérience ressentie par le corps dans le processus de lecture car les nouveaux concepts dénotent le changement implicite qu’ils mettent en œuvre dans l’interaction de lecture elle-même. Nous ne séparons pas au fond l’énoncé de ce « dont il s’agit » dans cet énoncé. Dans le nouveau modèle, un énoncé est un changement dans ce dont il s’agit ainsi qu’un changement dans ce qui peut être dit par la suite. Le projet, on pourrait le dire, est d’aller au-delà de l’ancienne notion de langage comme relation de un à un, ce qui par erreur suppose que ce qui est « réel » doit déjà comporter cette sorte d’ordre qu’ont les formulations conceptuelles. Au lieu de cela, nous inversons l’ordre en considérant l’interaction vivante comme étant primaire et en rendant la structure conceptuelle dérivée. Les événements réels sont toujours plus complexes que la manière dont ils peuvent être formulés. En se référant directement à ce « davantage » expérimentiel, au ressenti de cette complexe densité de la situation ou de la question, on obtient une nouvelle particularité à partir de laquelle on peut parler, faire de nouveaux concepts et aller au-delà des anciens déterminants logiques. Le penser et la philosophie peuvent maintenant œuvrer explicitement dans une relation plus-que-logique avec le de « quoi » « s’agit »-il, ainsi que d’une manière logique à chaque fois que c’est requis. Cet article propose de l’aide au lecteur et à ceux qui souhaitent utiliser ce nouveau modèle dans leur travail.
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